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Chinese 5th Month (30 May to 28 Jun)
五⽉廉贞忌

Chinese 5th month is a month with "sensitive star hitting

challenging energy 廉贞忌“. 

I always want to give a gentle reminder when this energy

arrives. This reminder has nothing to do with investing. If

"sensitive star + challenges 廉贞忌" hits you, you may

experience event(s) which want to trigger your emotion.

With this overall challenging energy hanging around, it

may affect you or someone beside you. So, a gentle

reminder that:

If you, or if you sense someone beside you -

a) suddenly feel more negative/stressful,

b) show unusual emotion,

c) seems more sensitive,

remind yourself to stay positive, go to nature, go for a

jog/walk, meditate, do/think of things that make you

happy; be understanding towards him/her, and let these 



30 days pass by smoothly. Don't throw out your anxiety

and emotions and let this formation affect good

relationships. 

I have seen people go into depression or experience

anxiety disorder when this formation sits in their "Whole

life" or "10-year" destiny. 

If this 5th month's "sensitive star + challenges" formation

hits you, take a deep breath in, relax and stay positive. 

I hope this 5th month's formation will not trigger stress,

anxiety, and emotions for investors.

Back to investing..... if you own "double good $ element" in

Chinese 5th month, a reminder again, that a good month

equals:

a) your stocks move up and/or;

b) good opportunities for you to enter the market, and/or;

c) you can spot good new opportunities/stock.

To get yourself more ready for this upcoming 5th month,

read through again the 6 pages "Special Review for

Chinese 5th month", which I emailed out on 1 May 2022.

From my experiences, don't try to guess what's going to

happen in the 5th month, Universe will never let us guess 



 it correctly. It's always the unexpected that happens. Use

your energy to understand and know your stocks and

their value, and get ready during your "good $ element"

year/month.

And don't forget to check the formations for the 6th, 7th,

and 8th month, and put them at the back of your mind.

Plan ahead.

Happy investing.

And don't let the 5th month's "sensitive star +challenges"

energy affects your peaceful life.



ALWAYS REMEMBER THIS

I am sharing Investing Destiny concepts and
knowledge based on Zi Wei Dou Shu theories.

This is not about predicting the market. You are
advised not to take action based on the above,
and understand that every investor have their

own unique Investing Destiny timing and
energy. Always understand and figure out what

works & do it within your limit. ~ yipei
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